
To Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg, PA records appeals 	6/20/79 

You are aware that a student is helping me on a part-time basis, getting my files 

in shape for depositt nnd that several days ago „lie called to my attention. records I had 

forgotten and apparently not fully appreciated at the time I saw them. I then added to 

my PA appeal and asked you to give it oriority attention. 

There is a contemporaneous appeal I filed through the FBI that will surface as 
she Goes over materials I was never able to establish in real files and I will provide 
a copy When it is found. 

While she has not made a complete analysis, of the records belatedly provided 

the f4 and I do not havo time to reread them all again:she has made a list of the 

file'numbers she has been able to identify and has called several of the records to 

My attention. 

From the records she has showed me, rereading these files now would be a waste of 

time because so much is withheld and should have been provided years ago in response?tO 

my appeals. You asked me to provide you with further leads months ago and I took the 
to do that. 

From the fem of these records I have just read, you did not require this time of 

me. If yoir, had obtained a copy of what the F3I provided you would have found all the 

leads you need and more. 

I therefore ask that you get the records provided by the FBI and make your own 

review of them. I would like you to do this promptly for a number of reasons. One 

I have repeated often$: while I am still alive I want to be able to address what the 

FBI has been up to with my life and work in secrecy. Another is relevance to ongoing 

litigation. 

There is special relevance to 0.A. 75-1996, in which there is a surveillande Item 

and ,in which you filed a statement that is misleading, one I notified you immediately '  

in writing is misleading. Something like a year hap pasSed and you have been silent. 

YoU have not followed up the leads I provided and You have not informed the Court 

correctly. One way or another this is going to happen. 



While I would erefer that you do this voluntarily and promptly, in the spirit of 

the testimony in that caAe in which you said you want to be an honest man, if I have 

no alternatite I will do it. 

There are records -rlevant to tide Item of that requeSt and the COurt has been 

given untruth relating to it. In addition to what have already told you, there is 

added proof in the F. records the student has just shown me. Without recollection  of  4710 
ft 1S rzla4-thh, 	 tip) 

'Mg particular record 	 one of several leads (s, a result of 

4 
the analysis I made of a gross distortion the FBI gave the President and other high 

offiCials about me in en effort to avoid confronting :the factual nature And content 

of my work. 

It is now clear that this is the FBI way of life_andthat I am not unique on 

its "enemies"  list. I now have the record indicating that they did the same thing.. 

with, believe it or not, the CIA. The FBI convinced President Johnson that the CIA_  

was involudd in the assassination of President Kennedy! 

I have been wondering how so many FBI people could make so many false and mis- 

leading statements to courts and why there is so much unhidden personal antagonism from. 

so many of them who were total strangers to me. Reading the records I have — mores .  

reading the unexpurgated versions of them — would have this effect. It could easily 

persaude them that falsehood, is the true patriotism, the words. of Allen Dulles in a 

record I obtained under :NIA. All the wrongful things they have done in 	 75-1996 

they could have done because they regard me as an enemy of the country and anything. 

one does to an enemy is right, proper and required. 

I was aghast when I learned that the F.a has me filed under bank robberies, axi 

appeal on which you also have not acted. 

I should not have been surprised at all and would not have been Were it not for 

:the state of my health Lad th. amount of work that has been forced upon me by the 

FBI_and- Department counsel6nd the Courts as part of my public responsibilities,:  
r% ± DO  

on the part of the FBI, as part o2 its campaign to "stop"  me and my.p.m......104—.10.!* 

4, 
 

ft at: 
The FBI also has me filed under Treason or asprison of Treason. (I have ***It 

file nUmbers, one with a reference to a recordi I as*ed you to provide and you halpentt.) 



It has me filed under Espionage. 

I am filed in at least 10 "Internal Security" files, eight with the 

meaninz and two with the foreign counterintelligence" distinction. 

These do not include the security of government employees filing, when I was 

a government employee nor.seeking such employment, the file that also .means 4114,:4 

me to the President was used to mean that I was defrauding the Gover=e4t., 

Now what truovaL d-blooded American FBI Special Agent would not be influence 

by these file designations alone to sey nothing of the content of the records? 

What one would question tho truthfilness and completeness of suchrecords 

recall the mastery of the lia.ster of Deceit, to use his own title. 

recruited and traintd in, his image. 

"otive aplenty exists for what has happened in C.A. 75-1996 in the little the 

student has just called to ray attention and there is more. 

Motive also for all the lies filed by the various; field offices in response to 

the request FEEHQ, required that I address to each of the 59 of them* 

Remembcr I told you that the Department had selected me of the staff of a Senate 

committee to assist it in a Harlan County, Ky. prosecution and I wanted those records?., 

I had earlier asked the Fla, which has not responded. Well, I also asked the student to 

Humtreietik 
make a card on which each file number is recorded. They are in szIpixsisgizinai order and 

this is the very fist one. The Louisville office merely lied when it replied that it 

had no records on me. And those in FhIHQ who saw my records know that Louisville lied 

and made th_oselves nd 44MIL FBIai part of that lie* 

(Inciden 

anothe- government aL-ency.) 

Neither you nor the Y-I Aim' responded to my request for all the records relating to 

the FBI's collaboration with the Dies UnAmerican committee in trying to frame me. I should 

not have had to tell you le to look but I did. If you consulted the FBI's records you 

would have found reference to at least one file, a tTreason" file. How else could I be 

filed when I forced the indictment an conviction of a felon over the FBI's best efforts? 

1( offeliF • 
, these records also have the FBI admitting that it lied about me to 

A  



I made reference to an FBI effort to get me to sign a false statement that would 

have incriminated me, to their keeping me in a rook until I finally  outweted them 

and I asked for copies of the statement. If you had read the records You8d have found 

enough reference to know where thin in filed. 

In a moment of what I presume was careless honesty the Pounding Director praised 

my investigative reportincs. I asked for a copy of this arid neithe 	 nor the FEZ 

Ups provided it. These files the student just read and carded tell me where to tell 

you it should be filed. 

Going along with this the Department hts not been able to find= records of, my 

work with it or of any of the many records - gave it that the derrine-do investigators 

of the FBI did not come -up with. Nor of my being an unregistered British agent, one 

might even say -6ritish intelligence agent, unpaid, at the Department's suggestion. 

IlaturallY. That was during the political shibboleth period of the Nazi-Soviet 

pact and I was exposing Nazi corporations, nazi means of military itelligence through 

w:://  
them and other interferences with the defense efforts. My work was folio.  hY 

eCt indictments and the vesting.of some of these co rations. (.s I recall aglatiftWOR 

16‘4
0t-,) 

one paid a 3160,000 Sidtslots of money in those days 

Naturally such records  can't be found:becauee they utterly destroy the FBI's 

vicious fabrications about me and my alleged Soviet relations. (N0, the "ESPionseel  

filing has nothing to do with the British.) 

This reminds me of a record making reference to another record that was not.  

Provided It refers to *aid on a -  home in which a telaphone list of someone whose 

name is withheld was spzed. Obviously I, don't know what is in the withheld content or 
1/104te 

the withheld records that clearlYigre within my request. The phone me is not .my 

homelphone. Rather than being my office phone it is probably the OSS switchboard..  

any event, as I try to think back and figure out what this might be and wily it is 

withheld, all legal raids being matters of public record, I am willing to bet you a 

lobstdr supper (not steaks because of  my weight problem) that if it 	not a Depart- 

ment employee,it was someone whose work required commillUng me. 



If my initial hunch is correct then this DePartment employeep.with.whomT 

Personal relationship, was able to answer a simple question for .me  that in :turn malt4M-- 

Met on one of my  trouble-shooting  assignments that had nothing to 49, with 

work, to come up with the Proofs ether investigators had not been- able. to *pa . 

which the White House was able to refuse to return about .:a dozen, si4PSOf-1404444,-.  

Nazi ownership. 

I intend no unfairness to the FBI over this and I am not suggesting anythin 

like professional jealousy. The CIA has the OSS records and it cantt fimitheqa. 
Or So 

others like it, either. 	says. while refusing to act on appea..l.1 claizing the 

more time with a 1971 request. 

Nor can there be any professional jealousy in the Flirts and erlimLnal 

alleged inability to find any of those Harlan. County reCords 

I told both when, how and by whom the sequestered jury was .fixed - as it 1444-:  

(Now that 40 years have passed I have no reluctance in tailing you thatlky, 

were *We Department employees who did not trust the FRE,, Varshals and the clerk 

the court. Al marshal who had been told, by a juror told the clerk who told ma 

I would not endanger his life by identifying him, One of the lawYere who Pulleri:#41  

deal for the 60 some defendant° about half of whom were murderers has a aike-nemed:a 

who today is politically very prominent and recently was much in the news. And if You 

want to know how murderous those indicted were, six of them killed each other within:, 

a week after atillimk I left London, Ky., knowing full well that any more time would .be. 

.total waste. The same device was used when one of those same defendants was indict 

in Washington, B.C. a prosecution in which I  helped the then United States.AttOrneki;- 

Naturally any such records are beyond retrieval, aren t they?) 

There was a  time when I had an exceptional memory but age and my circulatorl 

impairments have impaired my recollection of records I have read in the recent past. 

It now works in what to me are odd ways. While I did not recall the content of these 

files the student has just read, records provided during the course of  C.A.. 75-1996., 
lodAent plug 

I can give you an accurate description
A 
 I was with the FBI and,  the Department in 



Kentucky 40 years ago, of our personal and office accom&iations in three places 

and even of the official car I drove. ay recollections of the past are accurate. 

Lad these records the student has just gone over do confirm the leads I gave you 

long ago. 

They also confirm that the FBI provided A false information to the Court in 
. 

C.A. 7'J-1996 in response to the surveillance Item of my request. I mean this even in 

the sense of the evasion to which the FBI re$orted. The FOIA unit was processing; these 

records at the very tiao it deceived the court. One of the agents involved in C.A. 75,  

1996 not only had knowledge of the procebsing of the PA records and discussed that 

with me, I a9dressed my apweal through him, so he thereby had additional personal 

knowledge. If the FBI did not provide that appeal in time I will be able to and will. 

I encourage a close reading of some of these recordgliedause they reflect other 

and current improprieties in other litigation. For the time being I leave detection 

of this to you and the 12'3I, which certainly is aware of it. If I were to do anything 

the result could be scandalous and I would prefer to avoid that for other than personal 

or selfish reasons. I do not recall having detected in the:past what the student has 

just showed me relating to this. It is a matter about whiChaI Would hope the Depart-

ment might make its own and private initiatives. 

At the timp7I obtained these records I did not have a good copier of my on and the 

local cost of xeroning was 17 cents a page. because of this and because I really did 

expect the FBI and the Department to act on my appeals3  I did not make copies for Mr. 

Lesar. Unless after receiving a copy of this he regards it as necessary, I will not 

copy that fat file now, either, because as I have informed.you I have not had the time  

to complete the detailed apreals in cases in court in which I have been placed in a 

public role. In adaition, there are clearly unjustified (and literally unliustified) 

ithholdings and when this is rectified the copying and present reading would represent 

wastes of time and money. I have no .surplus of either, nor has Mr. Lesar. 



While I am certain that that l  filed contemporaneously detailed enough to estab-

lish that withholdings were improper and unjustifiable las well as unjustified in 

terms of the Aot4,,from thc few pages I have just read I cite the obliteration of the 

names of the two SAs who tried to get me to sign the false confession - 40 years ago, 

CU/t4/ Of course, the reCord, provided ivnot put it this way. It merely identifies them as 

having interviewed me while withholding all the underlying records. Their names and 

identifications were not =Imam to me so what proper purpose can be served by with- 

holding them in recordssupposedly provided to me only? 

Because of the relationship of these records, incomplete as they are, to current 

litigation,I do hope that this time you will Act promptly on my appeal which is now 

well over three years old. I would prefer that you, personally, read them in unex-

purgted form, which I presume will also reflect the expurgations. I believe it will 

become apparent if you do this that these records clearly identify other records not 

provided and their location, will make the improper withholdings from within the 

records provideC, apparent, and will leave no doubt of the deliberate untruthfulness 

of FBI responses to a number of my requests, not merely what is relevant in C.A. 75-1996. 

If you desire to discuss any of this with me after you have read these recordej 

will be gl.d to do that. I do not insist on it but I '.could prefer that this be taper. 
u 

recorded do that it migh be part of the oral history Dr. Wrote of_the University of 

Wisconsin has wanted me to take time for and for which I have not had time because of 

the great amount of work required by these FOIA matters. 

If for any reason the F2I is unwilling to let you have a copy of these records so 

that you can go over them with care in your office,I will lend you my expurgated set. 

Whenever and however you do whatever you doll emphasize what may not be in your 

mind, that the time of depositions in U.a. 75-1996 is getting close. However, there 

now is more than adequate time for full preparation for full responsiveness. In the 

past I have asked you to give this priority after what is required of you by cases in 
• 

court. What I have just seen makes this quite relevant to G.A.. :7-1996 so I am now asking 

that you Live this first priority. t ittee2AJJ`7 



Bearing on what the FBI is up to with  me currently and the honesty with which 

it processes records for net  particularly under the PA, request, 

ask it to provide you with the versions from the, general FBI Teleases  and codas,  a 

those it provided to me. You will find that it withheld from/Wm under.my PA 

request what it did not withhold in the general releases. 

It processed both versions at approximately the same time in 1977. 

I do not want to delay getting this in the mail to you4 If there is time ;I will 

provide sample copies of this practise. 

If they are not enclosed I will send them later. Not all but those I've se 

and had the student check, it was that obvious that the withholding was improper. 

On one of these you will find indication of the honesty  of the FBI's claim to 

"national security" classification. It withheld under PA with the "confidential" 

classification indication what it simultaneously processed for general disclosure. 

Don't let this dismay you. The FBI did not provide either version to my wife. 

Her request number is 40,119, assigned 1/26/77. 



SAC, Washington Field :snowy 14, 1955 

Director, FBI 
tEcoP,cED - E 	( 	7 5 3 E  RABOLD WITasEUG 

SECURITY OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
Boded: 1..2845 

I 

4 3 

Refer0001000116and urlet 11/18/53, re 
MOMMOMMISM4000" This letter reflects that a desk telephone directory containing approximately 450 names was obtained by the Washington Metropolitan Police Department in 1948 on a raid at the residence of 

1 
 essoltr  6astlettAbnoviri4INist appears the entry °Weld Witabon, 

e i presfEhtlytmployed by the Government in a position oolithg within 

TheTtt is requested to determine the identity of the larold %Lisbon* . . appearing on the foregoing list and whethet 
theTurviex of tD 10450. If he is so employed, Washington Fleld should review hiat'persiXmel file, set out all necessary leads and 4nduot a Pt to determine whether sufficient information exists leads_ witrant ita r.s. 	• . FFI. 	 -.:- .1?...;....• co • 1.77  _.- In the event Washington Fiala determines that the,,filsi of ass 	 indicate that this individual ii-no longer with that agency and his personnel file is.  in St. Louis, than St. Louis should be requested to review his file and furnish Washington Field with background in order that the CSC indices can be properly checked to determine possible present Government employment. 

cc: (2) St. Louis (FRC) 
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-4415411r  In the year 1936 Harold Weisberg  was connected with the Commit e on ldufation and,Labor, United States Senate, and was in Harlan, Kentucky, ring ha t,trial of United States versus Mary Helen Coal Corporation, it al - C 11.  'Sits  and Domestic Violence.. 	(44-175-348) 
In Mara', 1940, when Harold Weisberg  Vas interviewed in coLneotia!"1 with an effioial investigation, he stated , that he was employed by the Laf011otto_ Civil Liberties Committee until June, 1939, and thereafter did special research work for the Dies Committee. 	(61-7587-624) 
In Way, 1940, a reliable source stated that Harold Weisberg  was the Washington correspondent of the magazine "Friday" published in Hew York City. BS was the author of an article in the second issue of this magazins which attaoked the then Assistant Secretary of State, Adolf A. Berle, Jr. 

(6,5-20-14) The February, 1941, issue of the "Click" naratine, page three, contained an article entitled "Hitler's Foot Soldier," dealing  -with a Czecho-slovakian shoe manufacturer named Jan Bata. The author of this article was Harold Weisberg, who according  to a reliable source of information, was on the staff of the /*Follette Civil Liberties Committee as editor of the Committees publioations. This source stated that in 1936 and 1937 he know Weisberg  and the informant was of the opinion that Weisberg  was at least a Communist sympathizer, but probably was closer than that to the  Party. 
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On February 12, 1941, • of the "Silver Shirt Legion of Anerica, was oonvictea (77\ and uttering  and obtaining  money under false pretenses. / \of selling  forged correspondence reported to be signed b. 
5 

which would implicate members of the Dies Committee in a p an whereb:  trio Eiivcr Shirts would not be investigated by the Dies Committee. 	endeavorei to sell such correspondence to Harold Weisberg  and 	 had been very active in opposing  activities of the.Dies Comniittes. (61-7307-89X page 15 and 81-G950-21) In December, 1942, and Ootober, 1943, one Harold oisbeeg  v con .scted isith the offices of Congressman Vito Marcantonio. It is not known if this iedividual is identioal with the subject of this ms.lorandua. -(65_34543_31) 
In /larch, 1946, Harold Weisberg  was employed in tho Research and Analysis Branch, Latin Aaerioan Division, Office of Strategic Services, later  knows as the Division of the American Republics, State Department. one records of the'State Department reflect that Weisberg  was born in PeansylvaniE. on April 8, 1915. Highly confidential sources have advised thLt Teicler-, iNi-.111. so employed, was a mutual friend of 

 111111111111.11111111111111111 both of whom are known to have Coanunist 
arold Weisberg  was discharged from the State Department on Jun :frirgirife i under the provisions of the YeCarran rider to the State Department' S:lardipp:Opriations Bill. (62_39742_913) 
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To 	DECCTO:Z, F.31 DATE: 11/2/::)  

SAC, :FO (105-0) 

4 U3 : EAROLD WEISa7TZC 
IS - 

U ce -Memlndum UNITED S7U'ES GOVERNMENT 

The October, 1952, 	Tele-1 oDe 
telephone nu:lber 	(-”,?.: to 

,Tr. 	
A 

liyattstow:-.1, 

• - 	e 

V2C files reflecl that 2“ - 	 oper es 
a farr.i in Uyattsto, 
with nine others from ti 	tat 	 . i 7 	! - ccuse of suspected comfmist sfi:rothics. 	 z-.11 
inOiviiluals were 	 to resi - t 
were not restorer'  to thc-h- 

- Dureau 
- Baltimore (Info) CI.;) p WIT 

- 105-23930) (roccDIN) 
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It is belie'Ved that'the su:,:cct is above ineividual. 
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The above is being furnishe,' for the information of Baltimore. 
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IL °1 V 0 /  
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 	 I Q I JOHN FITZGERALD KE:NEDY 
C.".LLAS, TEXAS, 11/22/63 	

, ••,, • 
EISCELLANECUS - 	 f 

'INFORMATION CONCERNING 	 rt• 

00 - DALLAS 

On 1/6/67 SAC, JAMES L. McGOVERN, 	 telephoni- cally advised Supervisor ROBERT P. GEM3ERLING that a long distance telephone call had been received at the Office from ABRAHAM ZAPRUDER, Dallas, Texas, for 5A 4  formerly assigned Dallas and now assigned 2i=ingham. :.;.ctsuVEaN inquired as to what Mr. ZAPRUDER might want to discuss with SA 1111111M 

_jransmit th 	flowing' in 
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Date: 1/6/07 

DIRECTOR, FBI (G2-100060) 

SAC, DALLAS (89-43) (P) 

Mr. ZAPRUDER was telephonically contacted at his offiC4 in Dallas, Riverside 8-6071, at which time he advised SA ROB::::T.. .2 'P. GEnERLING that he had seen an article in the New York TimeS, of 12/8/66 by PETER KIHSS, which referred t 	book recently published called "Whitewash No..2" by j!AIOLEIS3E 	Mr. ZAPRUDER stated this article indicated that WEI23ERG's book contained a reproduction of the results of interview of ZAP-2=R by SA 	 on 12/4/63 in which it was reflected that ZAPRUER. had stated his. movie camera was set to take pictures at 24 frame. per second. Mr. ZAP72,UDEP, stated that he did not recall being interviewed by SA 	 on 12P../63 and did net recall stating that the camera was set - o take pictures at 24 frames per second but that apparently WEISBERG-1 s book was using this point in 	.1 endeavoring to establish tint there were two assassins rather th-n 
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.-I. A: 'r on 
A.. -..• 	e..Weress-i»4 	 /1.;• 1  ---,25/ 9 - 	R k 	j4 ' • 0,1 	• . Mr. ZAPRUDER was immediately readliaciLal,211:,."Up fi. ...o L. .r. 
. 	'' 	pwraigraph o.,-; the TT,-02 reflecting 1-usult31DXJANAJkEziarview 3n ,..1.V/4/63 by SA mummilk which ir5 sL-.L fol- th on pages 12 and 1 .' ot the report of SA 1C31 1' P. GEn2Lni,:i.G datyl  "/1 I1/6, 	las , 4 .'." • ..  Bureau , 	
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DL 89-43 , 

4rimmw ,  

y c )tioned FLEE'HARVEY OSWALD aka, IS - R - CUBA", Bufile 1 --S255, Dallas file 100-13461. A:tcr reading. the senten stained in the first paragraph of 	ZAPRUDER's FD-202, w ch reads as follows, "The camera was set to take normal cpeer-movie film or 24 frames per second", Mr. ZAPRUDER commdat04.  - that 4e did not recall exactly at what speed his camera was sot and that this sentence haC ',Jeer, taken by :IAROLD WEISBERG out of context in that ZAPRUDER meant by these words that he did..- not know at what speed the camera was set but that it was set at either normal speed, which would he 16 frames per second or 24 frames per second. Mr. ZAPRUDL.,L1L---e that in order to , further clarify the matter, SAIIIIIMINkwould telephonically. 17"!" .' contact him to insure that this sentence in his FD-302 was accurate. •..- 

Thereafter, sA441001011 	telephonically contact .ZAPRUDER who in a later conversation advised SA GEMEERLING that he was completely satisfied that this statement was correct but had been taken 'out of context by Mr. WEISBERG. He stated that he (ZAPRUDER) had not considered the conversation with S.".. k i 	as an actual interview but after conversations with SAS. ' and GEMBERLING realized that his comments concerning his camera and the taking of the photographs was considered by the FBI as 4:4 .2 	an interview. 

•

S

14 ' 	 Mr. ZAPRUDER was most courteous and stated that he was 
4 ,  

considering telephonically contacting PETER XIHSS of the New York Times to point out to him how EAR= WEISBERG had taken a sentence out of his interview with the FBI out of context and used it as a basis for his book. 
itt 	, 

The above is being furnished the Bureau for its informa- tion in the event inquiries are re'ccived with respect, to the book 
• 

"Whitcyash No. 2" by KAROLD WEISBERG. 

Fri •. 

A coma of this communication, together With a Xerox copy of SA 	s FD-302, is being furnished the Birmingham Office for acs inlormation in view of the current assignment • of SA 	at Birmingham. 
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November 8, 1966 

VIIITEWASH -- THE REPORT ON THE 
WARREN REPORT-t'....:- 

;At 
• • • • 	 BY 	" 

HAROLD WEIS.BERG 

- 	. 
•;..••••t, r 	: 

- - 

— 
eisberg/ the author of the above-captioned book; and his wife, Lillian S one Weisberg, jointly own a 14-acre tract of Iand . „ in Hyattstown, Maryland, upon which they operate the Coq d'Or Farm • ",` '- 

• whose principal business Is raising of pheasant-chickens, Rock-Cornish game hens, waterfowl and other poultry and the sale of poultry and eggs.. 

Harold Weisberg was an employee of the La Follette Civi12. Liberties Committee from September, 1936, to October, 1939, and was ' discharged for permitting certain information to leak to the press. 
Senator La Follette stated that Weisberg had been dismissed for a 	- breach of trust involving the release of confidential information to a news-paper and the Senator was quite certain the newspaper involved was - "The Daily Worker," a former east coast communist newspaper. 

Weisberg was one of 10 employees fired summarily by . the State Department in June, 1947, because of suspicion of being a  
communist or having communistic sympathies. He was later allowed to 	•--. ,resign without prejudice, but was not restored to his position. His wife, -Lillian Stone Weisberg, was investigated under the provisions of 	•  xecutive Order 9835 in 1948 and the Civil Service Commission advised n October, 1948, that she had been retained. At that time, she was a :- lerk in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Her name had been carried n.the active list of members of the Washington Book Shop Association nd the Washington Committee for Democratic Action during December, r . -.1 • 0,  '1947. The Washington Book Shop Association and the Washington Committee c1,4 

' for Democratic Action have both been cited by the Department of Justice . • as subversive. 
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e ." In 1956, It was alleged that Weisberg held an annual 
celebration of the Russian Revolution. This celebration involved a 
picnic at his residence and was attended by 25 to 30 unknown people.":- ... 
It was believed this affair was in commemoration of the Russian Revolu-' 
tion inasmuch as it was held on the day when the communists celebrate 
all over the world. 	 • • - 	. • 

In 1961, Weisberg and his wife filed a claim against the 
Government under the Federal Tort Claims Act in the amount of $9,950 
for damages allegedly sustained by them in their poultry business as a 
result of low-flying helicopters. This case was tried and court directed 
judgment In favor of the Weisbergs for $750. (62-109060-4119; 140-7536-3) 

• • 

• . Weisberg has no known arrest record. -- -• • 
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Tinrc11 .1 )."9 i;- berg,f the author ofithe above-ca-,tionc.:: '..szo:c., and his wife, Lillian E, One WeisberE,,, jointly own a 14-acre tract o lar_d 

in Hyattstown,,Maryland, upon which they operate the Coq d'Or Farm 
, whose principal business is raising of pheasant-chickens, 1--Zock-CorniE.:11 game hens, waterfowl and other poultry and the sale of poul,tr;/:....nd e:,-gz. 

Harold Weisberg was an employee of the La 2, .....lettel Civil Liberties Committee from September, 13,M, to October, ir,-;....;, a:al was -- discharged for permitting certain information to leak to the press. 
Senator La Follette stated that Weisberg had been dismissed for a breach of trust involving the release of confidential information to a news-
paper and the Senator was quite certain the newspaper involved was 
"The Daily Worker, " a former east coast communist newspaper. 

Weisbe-i-E; was one of 10 employees fired surar,-.1arily by the State De :•.{ 	in June, 19,i7, because of suspicion of beiaj a communist or -f-ava.,,, com.munistic sympathies. fie was later allo.,-.7:.c3. to resign Witi101_ 4, -;re , ,- " .1.ce but was not restore::: to his position. , 	. 
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In 1956, it was alleged that 17.'.eisberg held an ar_nual elebration of the Russian Revolution. This celebration involvecl 
picnic at his residence and was attended by 25 to :50 unknown people. It was believed this affair was in commemoration of the Russian l'-evoll tion inasmuch as it was held on the day when-the communists celebrate all over the world. 

In 1961, Weisberg and his wife filed a claim against the Government under the Federal Tort Claims Act in the Luiz:cunt c: for damages allegedly sustained by them in their poultry buzir.ess as a result of low-flying helicopters. This C:":33 via trial anci judpnent in favor of the Weis1,-,orLz for ti,750. (62-109060-4119; 140-7536-3) 

-,. Weisberg has no known arrest record. 
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